EDITORIAL NOTE

ROCKY ROAD TOWARD FUNCTIONALISM

Hr Routtier A. NIcCutioilat•

Editorial Note:
The atilho). of the following paper may appear to some
readers as if he exaggerated his shortcomings. He is not exaggelating the points he makes. They are typical reactions of
newromers to Orgonomy. The author difiers hasirally from
the rank and file srientific worker in his greal ahility in selfcontrol. HE ts A GOOD LEARNER. Beiug a learner, he is, therefor" a good teacher of scientific melhor,. 1V/it he is tuim to
convey in his paper is basically this:
If you assume that the material atuais particle is lhe basic
rnrit of lhe universe, including life, then yen are also comece in
assuming that the H:critica! rompounds you find in a specifit
disease are building siones of that particular disease.
However, you are fundamentally wrong in concluding thuà
if it is eondusively shown that all subjects of chemistry are sEc:
tiNDARN. products of primary MASSFREE energy functions in the
organism. The chemiral compound One may find ias
schizophrenia ur cancer is Piot it.; "cause" ar "soterres o/ exist•
ente"; it is merely a byprodurt of the disease process. As a byploduct it may also contribute nuc:imas to the developmenl
of the disease picture.
Arteriosclerosis, for example, shows hard deposits in thr
walls of the blood-vessels. Rui Mese deposits are not the cause
• Research Associate, Orgone Instante Rcsearrh Laboratories, Inc. Formerly Research
Associate, University cif New Hampsbire.
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of arteriosclerosis. lt is une o/ its secundou characteristics. To
understand lhe disease proress "arteriosclerosis" we ~st learn
to know what kind of dysfunction in the PRIMAI. ENERGY METASOLISM is responsible for the production of this deposit. Could
it be that cia ~ir- contrai-liou of blood•vessels will neressarily
change certain massfree PRE-Kroutc: (IR functions—surti as transforming DOR isto Melanor and !hen possibh hitt) ralrium massa
This opens the door for as to the funrtional, PRF:-Kromic, trioenergetic aspe(' of disease.
The Editor.

I would like to pui down on paper those events leading tu eny
toming to Orgonon, my experientes here, character difhcultics encountered, mistakes 'nade, where structure proveta tu be a major obstacle,
and what I've learned and contributed. There are severa! reasons for
doing this. One is to point out the difficulties encountered in such a
transformation and thereby help and guide others who will travel the
same road. The pitfalls are many and any that can be avoided should
be bypassed.
1 first becante acquainted with orgone biophysics in 1949 with the
reading of THE FUNCTION OF THE ORGASNI and THE CANCER BIOPATHY.
h was quite obvious to me that the whole field of biology was vide
open For drastic revision as a result of this work, if it were une. To
determine for mysell whether or not it was true, 1 tried repeating the
various experiments. Although limited in time, Emitis, and equipment,
every experirnent that 1 tried verified those published. These included
various experiments with bion-water-charged and accutnulator-charged
seeds. Both gave increased germination rates and clecreased susceptibility to fungus over non-charged controls. A honre-made electroscope
shoWed the daily and hourly discharge variations. The orgone radiation from a tube box could be plainly felt on the eyes. Photographs I
took of earth hions checked with those published. The pulsation of
an earth and iron bali suspended near an iron sphere was dentonstrated.
Various aspects of Experiment XX were repeated, as were other similar
experiments.
When the work for my Master's thesis took me out on the desert
of northwestern Utah, 1 observed that the orgone energy flow, which
was very prominent there. was not west to east as reported by WR,
but predominately southeast to northwest. 1 also observed that this
direction was constantly changing. 1 kept exara records of those changes
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and sent thern to WR. 1 thought that as metal hrst attracts and then
repulses cm energy, a light metal vane on a pivot would either line up
with the OR HOW or stay at right angles to it, in either case giving an
easier encalis of checking the oit ftow direction. I did find a queer anomalous erratic movernent and a peculiar oscillation. 1 found some glass
bottles that had turned blue ha the desert sun. I happened to be in a
location where 1 could gather data and thereby help the total work
along. 1 expected no reward: 1 just wanted to help.
The fact that some of any letters weren't answered hurt, bui had
no gross effect on my attitude. I knew that the orgone theory was
vabd, and 1 trusted my own observations. That was enough. 1 know
now why some of my later letters weren't answcred. For one thing. 1
had described the ()R ilow in a very mechanistic manner, recording
changes by minutes, and putting the behavior of the altiminunt vane
above the OR ilOW. This !atter was a clear case of ego involvement.
lawful behavior was lost in the muss of data, to me as well as to WR.
With my thesis completed, I had offers of two jobs, one in Nem
Hampshire and the other in Louisiana. I chose New Hampshire for
two reasons: 1) it was closer to Orgonon, and 2) it had a more de•
sirable climate than the coastal marshes of Louisiana. Arriving in Concorri in furte, 1951, I was assigned to work in the Wentworth Location
arca just 30 miles from Orgonon. 1 made several trips to Orgonon that
summer to inquire about character restructuralization which was then
required for ali workers in the field, to get an accumulator, etc. 1
wanted to get training in this field because alI other fields had largely
lost their significance to me since 1 became aware of OR biophysics. 1
continued with any work in wildlife management, at the same time ohserving and reporting orgone phenornena wherever I encountered them.
1 made a little study of peculiar dead arcas on the surfaces of ponds
and rivers. I reported these as well as an observados] on the complete
reversal of terrestial magnetic polarity in the ORANUR field.
After I moved sottth and began to work at the University of New
Hampshire, I continued experimenting and reporting observations. The
experimenta induded making my own OR field meter, Iarge orgonoscope,
etc. I reported such observations as the jamming effect on CM counters
of fluorescent lights and flames, melanor in fish, occurrence of orite ou
brick, etc. 1 worked ali day in the lab and ali evening studying orgonoiny. I offered to do some chemical investigative work on melanor,
which 1 did.
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To summarize my background to this point where I moved to
Orgonon: 1 had a wide, rachei• than specialized, general academic biological training. I had a thorough background in orgonomic literature
and a personal acquaintance with many natural OR functions. I was
intensely interested in the work and it constantly occupied my attention. Ilowever, 1 was still completely entangled in a "mass" orientation and a mechanistic methodology. The former tended to keep me
from the heart of my observations, while the !atter kept me from integrating the various observed functions. As a result, it was impossible
for me to function independently in this work. This was not apparent
to me at that time.
When I first arrived at Orgonon, I was cocky. 1 would disregard
warnings and let myself get over-exposed to the radiation. 1 was somehow trying to prove to myself the actuality of ORANUR. Somewhere inside of me was a little voice that kept saying. "Nlaybe it's a hoax, a
colossal stupendous hoax. Perhaps ott energy doesn't even exist. Prove
lha! it does." I kept shoving this to the back of my mind. That was
a mistake. I should have hrought it out into the open, looked at it
and seen it for what it was. Instead 1 kept trying to prove it. h was
irracional character structure and no amount o!' proof could ever silente
it. It seented to thrive on proof. It could explain away any proof. This
continua! proving to myself in an ORANUR field was extremely dangernus; I'd become quite ill, my cervical glands would swell up, and I
would suffer from severe anxiety. In addition to over-exposure, it ailowed a certain disregard to enter my work concerning the handling
of highly energetic substances: they just had this and that chemical
romposition.
From a mass point of view, the ashing of non-explosive materiais
is a standard everyday technique. I had done hundreds of ashings.
From an energetic point of view, however, the subjecting of substances
to the excitation of 1000° C. is not something to be done lightly. In
late August, I ashed several decigrams of highly energetic OR substances
in my garage, to see what lhe ash looked like! ilefore the furnace had
even reached full operating temperature, I was forced to turn it off
doe to a severe organismic reaction. A miniature ORANUR reaction had
been triggered off. Threc days later, the GM count around the garage
Iças 700 CPM and inside the nearby house it was 90 crm. My family
and 1 had to live in the car for nearly two weeks, and when we finally
did re.enter the house it was done quite gingerly and with the ever¡atesem fear that the house was ruined for good. This gave us a taste
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of what WR and the others had gone through in the ORANUR experiment, and well served to knock the cockiness out of me. lt made me
much more humble, respectful, and careful in regard to the work. lt
also showed that the indiscriminate use of mechanistic techniques in
orgonomy was highly dangerous and fruitless. The functional approach
was a necessity. This approach was slowly learned from WR, amid
many similar errors. I have alway% had a tendency to try various things
at random, to see what would happen, with no planned-out reason for
so doing. This approach is wrong and could easily prove fatal in orgonomy. One should know exactly why he does what he does for several reasons: I) the danger listed above; 2) to avoid losing one's head
among the infinite variations; S) to know and anticipate how one's own
structure colora the experimental setup.
When 1 first carne to Orgonon I was greatly at a loss as to just
where to dig in functionally. Just how to go about it. WR was very
helpful and patient. My first project was to investigate MELANOR (Me).
BROWN ZTE (Br) and oarrE (0r) chemically. Although I had had
some training in chemistry, I did not consider myself a chemist. Therefore, I had an initial lack of confidence in myself. This was coupled
to the fact, established by WR, that thesc substances were of a very
basic nature, pre-atomic, underneath the chemistry of molecules. They
had chemical attributes but were not chernical compounds. Where did
the one begin and the other end? Was this an error in my technique;
or was it something new due to the pre-atomic nature of the substance?
How valid were chemical techniques when applied to these substances?
Did the pre-atomic nature alter the reactions? Ali this tended to take
away the feeling of solid footing and left one swimming on his own.
There was no security. Instead of letting go and swimming, I tended
to hang onto anything that appeared "solid" to me. Intellectually I
was aware of the state of flux and the need to whoily let go and swim.
Yet I continued to hold onto a solid mass concept like a leech, whereas
ali functions I encountered were shown to be fluid. I wanted to lei
go, and at the same time I resisted letting go. lt was a continuai fight
against stucture ali the way. Whenever I got dose to energy (E)
changing to mass (M) or M changing to E, I would jump back and
hang onto M for dear life. I could hold a rock in my hand, see it, feel
,
taste it, measure it; it was real to me. Yet E was also in my hand
I could see it, feel it, taste it and measure it. The difference, although
not apparent, was very real.
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I seemed to gire to orgonomy ali that which mechanistic science
could not or would not explain; bui where they had a seemingly rea•
sonable explanation, that is the place where my structure grabbed
onto and refused to budge.
One of these points was color. Color is a very important function
in orgonomy. lu mechanistic science it is only an attribute of mass,
not a function. 1 kept refusing to gire color its just due. When WR
discovered Oe (DRENE), he said of the yellowish-red precipitate, "There
is the CFP of Melanor and Otite." I couldn't see it. Why was he so
sure of it? Might it not be just a complex nitrate, a chromate cor some
other colored ion? Why zoas color so important! I t took quite a while
for it to finally dawn on me that colar was a function of energy and
not of mass. A rock then wasn't red or white, but the oit energy in it
was in a state of red ar white. ft meant a big step forward for me when
a rock lost its color; it also lost much of its mass primacy. With the
aid of this initial wedge, other mass attributes carne to be recognized
for what they were, energy functions. These included weight, hardness,
luster, forre, cleavage, etc. They ali yielded relatively easily following the initial insight into color.
As the months passe(' I found myself changing drastically in some
respects; hardly perceptible were changes in other ways. First there
was the gradual, and at times abrupt, realization that I wasn't a biologist. I felt as if I didn't know anything about biology. This feeling
continued unta I reached the state where I wondered just what was I
and just what did I know. I didn't seetn to be or know anything. I
felt 1 was nothing. Everything was fluid, in a state of flux. All values
were changing. The whole solid comfortabie world I'd known was
dissolving. Stift, it was to be expected. Current biology is a study of life
from a mass concept and excludes the Life Energy (WR). Mass is a
little conter in a seething cosmos of energy, like a ship on an ocean.
When that ship sinks from under one, he feels lost in the immensity.
He has to swim. I swam. The road up from this fluid state was very
slow; but the results were gratifying. I think that this loss of rigid compensating ego is a very importam sign of the dissolution of mechanistic structure.
WR didn't cause the initial dissolution of my ego; the work and
did that. But he did gire me the hand and foot holds and
landmarks whereby I could climb out. WR taught me a great many
things, too many really ta entimerate; but some of the more impor-
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tant one follow: he taught me to open my eyes, to look and to see,
to see Nature as it really is. 1 was shocked to find out just how poor
an observer I bati been. He taught me to make very sharp distinctions
between facts and theories abola facts. He taught me otelhod. How
to proceed From the variations toward the more basic cri' without get•
ting los& in the infinite detailed variations. How to have a framework
made in which to catch facts as they cante streaming in, and how to
store these facts unta at some future date they would fali into piare
by themselves. How to avoid trying to force Nature, but to go along
with her, to follow her 11100(15. How to keep an overall view of everything because in cosmic work every new faca is naturally of cosmic
dimensions. Basic functions (mudou in ali reaims of nature.
WR showed me that chernical techniques were perfectly valid
when applied in the field of chemistry, but were invalid when applied
to more basic or pre-atomic phenomena. He showed nie by example
'mies of personal safety that this world could well emulate. He taught
me personal responsibility and roles of scientific integrity well alarve
those taught in college. He demonstrated how to keep exact and arcurate protocols. He taught me to be open, above-board and truthful
in ali things. Perfect candor is a necessity in chis field, not only with
others but with yourself. I learned and anu learning to he humble, patient and true.
Even with WR's training on these major points, I had great difficulty in transposing these thoughts and facts to structural changes in
myself. Whenever any specific insight was given on a subject, that was
it, final. No questions. Perfect. Yet there wasn't any intellectual chain
reaction. Insights into one field did not carry over into other fields
on their own momentum. Earh individual field had to be laboriously opened up and worked through. Nothing cante easily. If the fields
weren't diligently searched for and opened up, they reanained hidden
and distorted. When finally, much later, an accident would bring
them to light, I would be amazed and shocked that 1 had not thought
of it before. 11 was so obvious. I think in one field at a time, although
well aware that there are no natural boundaries or barriers between
fields. h is slowly working out.
Thus when I carne to Orgonon I brought with me a whole trunk
full of academie facts and theories, ali mixed up together. The theories, built as they were on the primacy of mass, were largely incomplete,
misleading, or downaight wrong. A major job was to separate the farta
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from these theories in my structure, "prejudice." This left a mass
unconnected facts. The road now is to absorb and apply these facts
into the functional framework given Inc by WR. 1 have asked myself,
while writing this, just what do 1 owe to WR of what 1 aro now. He
is a very good teacher. I often frei that he is responsible lar just about
everything except the pile of detheorized facts. Certainly 1 owe !sim for
the interconnections, functional framework, cosmic view, method, and
the growing pile of discarded theories. It is a hard road to futtrtional
thinking and one of the first steps is the loss of a loa of false ego.
The dissolution of mas.s-oriented character structure is not an easy
thing. For 32 years 1 have lived in and been a part of a culture and
stience Intik up entirely upon the primacy of mass. One doem': laugh
that off easily. That was very obvious the time that WR discovered
white ottiNE (Oe) . 1 would have passed right by it, explaining it away. 1
Lried to do just that. 01,, how 1 tried! It was quite a shaking experiente, and should be recounted Itere in some detail so that others will
Ice afale to recognize and avoid such major pitfalis on the road to funcionai thinking. 1 well knew the chemical attributes of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) , its nature, behavior, production, etc. When WR
ohserved the development of Oe above the surface ai the NaOH solution, he said it was energy coming down from the atmosphere and
treating mass, E rhanging to M. The formation of mass from primordial energy right before our eyes! I must have recoiled from the immensity of it, for I thought, "Why, times only NaOH that got there
abovc the liqttid somehow." How did it get there? I clidn't know, bui
it was only NaOH co me. This substance, 0e, was [omiti to have many
biological attributes, including: repetition of F.xperiment ti, basic bioingira' fornis, growth, lumination, high energy radiation, mortality. and
tater and oxygen hunger. It didn't make any difference. They were
only hitherto unknown attributes ai NaOH. Of course, they were. ft
rouldn't be E
M.
In the meantime, the bathing water, black for montits from Me
Ui the air, became coloriess almost inunediately. the buildings could be
used for hours where previously five minutes was the usual limit, the
!inter taste and odor disappeared from the observatory, ali indicating
the reduction in energy levei. Even so, to me, it was still NaOH and
not E . M. This in spite of the faca also that I was well acquainced
with Oe in various natural situations, on rocks, bricks and glass. In
'pite of ali this evidente, proof, I recoiled from it and tried to explain
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it away. 1 testect it. lt was basic (OH) and gave a yellow hirte (Na),
thus, NaOH. 1 also found oxalate and carbonate and smelled cyanide
(CN). Where did they torne from? Impurities in the NaOH. 1 continued dite, for two days. 1 thought 1 was right and WR was wrong. I
was the chemist, the authority on the subject. I was being scientific
and WR was being unscientific. 1 hum just how and why 1 was right.
It unis so obviares. When the subject was finaliy broathed, WR told me
1 was acting very irrationally. This really surprised me. 1 thought I
was being quite logical and rational. In writing up this incident into
my protocol, 1 elucidated rity reasons for knowing it was NaOH and
not Oe. To my utmost surprise, I found that these reasons were absolutely absurd, siily. latking in logic, cohesiveness, rationality and common sense. This revelation was a very shaking experience to me.
This brought to light a major problem: Enpotional Plague (EP).
Here was an able researcher who had been working well in the field
who suddenly habbles some incohesive mechanistic hogwash, says that
the whole thing is false, and refuses to go any further. It wasn't a superficial thing, but something very deep. For even after seeing my irrationality, I had the devil's own time working it out. There are stiil
scars.
This only goes to show that irrational criticism of orgonomy can
be sincerely thought rational by the utterer, I know now how easy it
would have been to leave, tell everyone that WR was craty, unscientific.
a charlatan, a mystic, etc. It would have been awfuliy easy to have
done just that. It undoubtedly has occurred in the paru. It frightens
une to think how grossly his structure can distort the truth, unheknownst to him; nay, even with his th:nking that he is the exponent
of truth. One comes across descriptions of occurrences like this in the
writings of WR, but yott really have to experiente it yourself to know
what a dangerous and deadly thing it is. Suhsequently. whenever 1
1)N-orne aware of feelings of superiority, I study myself with the greatest suspir:on. I have seen my irrational armar and a healthy mistrust
has been engendered. One has to be contintiously on his guará against
sutis distortions and avoidances caused by his armar. They keep
rropping up.
One rather insidious way in which the armar manifesta itself in
basic research, is in the disregard ai life in the laboratory. WR taught
me, to keep a tife orientatinn uppermost in ali procedures. Before starting an experiment, ar ia chang:ng conditions of one already in pros.
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ress, 1 should ask mysell how 1, myself, would react to these new conditions such as: being deprived of water or oxygen, put in a refrigerator,
boiled, etc., and then to design experiments with ide energy accordingly,
persistently fell into this type of errar, that rife (oulti he surtirei! under the conditions of death. It seemed to appear as an unconscious
hatred of life. This error is quite common in such fields as bacteriology
and chemistry. Life experimenters ignore life conditions (WR).
Otite I wanted to supply simple organic building blocks for a life
preparation. Simple sugars can be polymerized from formaldehyde, an
extremely simple organic compound. Sn 1 used formahlehyde, forgening
[Nd it killed life. Nlany chemical techniques retinire that the substance
Ire first put into solution. This is fine from a chentical standpoint, but
tile drowns in such a state. 1 tended to use distilled water a lot until
WR pointed mu that distffled water doesn't occur in nature. I've since
used sterile tap water exrept in the strictly chemical field. Wanting to
obtain a life potential substance from an acid solution, 1 precipitated
it by making it basic, forgetting that life is neither ac_idic nor basic
but about neutral. as is well shown by the pH. In this neutralization,
1 would use either ammonium ar sodium hydroxide, forgetting that
the ammonia is a result aí a prot&tt decay proces.s and thus further
from life than Lhe sodiuin base. In using sodium chloride I persisted
In using saturated solutions rather than physiological concentrations,
"The stronger the better." Even recently Wli found where 1 had stored
some living Oe in sealed viais in the refrigerator. Slowiy 1 ant getting
to the point where 1 often antiripate chis mechanistie block on my
pare
In a similar veia, I would have interfered with nature and then
expected her to carry on as if 1 hadn't. In checking nu the genesis of
sulphur, I suggested putting in an indicator and watching for the
(tange. WR pointed out that the presence of the indicator would alter
the entire situation. Instead he suggested making a number of identical
vials and testing one of these each day until sulphur appeared. Is is
in the handling aí such situatians that the mechanistically-oriented
st ientist will encounter some of his greatest difficulties.
During my engagentent at Orgonon, among
things, Oe, atmospheric Oe, Or, and Et were discovered. They were discovered by WR.
1 often felt that, rather than assisting in these discoveries, 1 was actually
a drag. I know I was at times. I discovered various things myself, but
they were few in mu-atter that I could integrate into the total w1,01e,
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At the time of this writing, I and that I mu doing much better
in the process of integration. I knew the significance when 1 found the
first mutile prato-metazoa. And even more important, instead of running with shock, I was intensely. thrilled.

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia
de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
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Textos da área do funcionalismo orgonômico
Texts from the area of Orgonomic Functionalism.
---------------------International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research
----------------------Orgonomic Functionalism
----------------------01 Theodore P.Wofe. The Sex-Economic Concept of Psychosomatic Indentity and Antithesis 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 1 1942
Interval 38-59 Pag. 33-54
02 Wilhelm Reich. Biophysical Functionalismo and Mechanistic Natural Science 1941
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 2 1942
Interval 1-11 Pag. 97-107
03 Wilhelm Reich. Orgonotic Pulsation I 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944
Interval 1-54 Pag. 97-150
04 Wilhelm Reich. The Living Productive Power, Working Power of Karl Marx (1936) 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944
Interval 55-68 Pag. 151-164
05 R. H. Attkin. Mechanistic Thinking as the Original Sin 1947
McF 207 Annals of the Orgone Institute, Number 1. 1947
Interval 51-54 Pag. 95-101--------------------------------------------------------------Orgone Energy Bulletin
-------------------------------------------------------Orgonomic Functionalism
-------------------------01 Wilhelm Reich Cosmic Energy and Ether 1949
McF 302 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 4. Oct. 1949
Interval 3-11 Pag. 143-159
02 Notes Editorial. Basic Natural-Scientific Research 1949
McF 302 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 4. Oct. 1949
Interval 24-24 Pag. 184-185
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03 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II A 1947
McF 303 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 1. Jan. 1950
Interval 3-10 Pag. 1-15

04 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II B 1947
McF 304 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2. Apr. 1950
Interval 3-10 Pag. 49-62
05 Communications. Psychology and Natural Science 1950
McF 304 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2. Apr. 1950
Interval 23-24 Pag. 88-90
06 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II C 1947
McF 305 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 3. Jul. 1950
Interval 4-17 Pag. 99-123
07 Wilhelm Reich Orgonometrie Equations I A. General Form 1949
McF 306 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 4. Oct. 1950
Interval 5-16 Pag. 161-183
08 Wilhelm Reich Orgonometrie Equations I B. Complete 1950
McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951
Interval 4-7 Pag. 65-71
09 R. H. Atkin. Mathematical Questiones Without Answers 1951
McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951
Interval 25-27 Pag. 106-110
10 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II D 1947
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952
Interval 2-8 Pag. 1-12
11 Charles R. Keller. Causality and Freedom A funcional Analysis 1952
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952
Interval 20-23 Pag. 37-43
12 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II E 1947
McF 314 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 4. Oct. 1952
Interval 11-16 Pag. 186-196
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism
-------------------
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01 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism A 1946
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 6-20 Pag. 1-29
02 Wilhelm Reich The Biological Revolution from Homo Normalis to the Child of the Future 1950
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 21-43 Pag. 30-74
03 Wilhelm Reich A Note on Sympathetic Understanding.
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 43-47 Pag. 75-82
04 Wilhelm Reich The Silente Observer A 1952
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 47-55 Pag. 83-99
05 Wilhelm Reich Functional Thinking 1950
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 56-62 Pag. 100-112
06 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism B 1946
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 4-15 Pag. 1-23
07 Wilhelm Reich The Silente Observer B 1952
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 16-20 Pag. 24-33
08 Wilhelm Reich Wrong Thinking Kills 1936
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 21-25 Pag. 34-43
09 Wilhelm Reich On Using The Atomic Bomb 1945
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 26-28 Pag. 44-49
10 Wilhelm Reich Mans Roots In Nature 1950
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 29-41 Pag. 50-74
11 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism C 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-19
12 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 A
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III
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Interval 14-35 Pag. 20-63
13 Wilhelm Reich The Evvasiveness of Homo Normalis 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III
Interval 36-49 Pag. 64-91
14 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism D 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-18
15 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 B
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV
Interval 13-24 Pag. 19-40
16 Wilhelm Reich Orgone Functions in Weather Formation 1946
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV
Interval 24-29 Pag. 41-51
17 Wilhelm Reich The Attitude of Mechanistic Natural Science to the Life Problem 1941
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV
Interval 30-35 Pag. 52-63
18 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism in Non-Living Nature A 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-19
19 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 C
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 14-26 Pag. 20-44
20 Wilhelm Reich Parents as Educators 1926
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 26-37 Pag. 45-66
21 Wilhelm Reich Open Season on Truth 1942
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 37-48 Pag. 67-88
22 Wilhelm Reich The Fundamental Problem of Form 1935
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 48-48 Pag. 89-89
23 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism in Non-Living Nature B 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 4-14 Pag. 1-21
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24 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation D 1944
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 15-21 Pag. 22-35
25 Wilhelm Reich Desert Development and Emotional Dedness 1953
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 22-29 Pag. 36-50
26 Wilhelm Reich Process Of Integration in the Newborn and the Schizophrenic 1950
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 29-39 Pag. 51-71
27 Wilhelm Reich The Meaning of Disposition to Disease 1944
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 40-41 Pag. 72-75
28 Wilhelm Reich The Difficulty 1948
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 42-42 Pag. 76-76
-------------------------------------------------CORE.
-----------------------------------------Orgonomic Functionalism
-------------------------01 Robert A. McCullough. Rocky Road Toward Functionalism 1955
McF 319 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 3,4. Dec. 1955
Interval 26-31 Pag. 144-154
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